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Spring months our gardens' delight.
Greenery and colour 'springing' to life. Such a busy time for APST members. Our club
has been bursting with activities - numerous excursions, the Blooming Tasmania Festival display at the Albert Hall in September, another successful plant sale, visits to members' October gardens, the usual meetings run efficiently by President Louise, interesting guest speakers who provide us with fresh things to ponder, our Plant of the Month
presentations, well-attended propagation sessions at Windsor Park and the working
bees at Heritage Forest Native Garden at Mowbray.
We have been busy and certainly earned the opportunity to relax at the Christmas dinner held at the Windsor Park Precinct.

Guest Speakers
Ian Thomas is a paleoecologist whose September presentation: 'Paleobotany of North
East Tasmania' had an attentive audience as he spoke of his work and experiences
around the world. Ian has recently retired from the University of Melbourne
where he lectured and conducted research. He has done much
field work in Tasmania and spoke to us in particular about his
work in the North East of the state. He explained his profession
with this comparison - Botanists and paleoecologists both look at
plant characteristics but in order for the paleoecologist to see
plant characteristics, magnification of pollen and spores is necessary. While botanists can identify plants to the species level the paleoecologist is stuck at the genus or even family level. It is worth
noting that in Europe this is not the case as there is money for such
work.
(Pinterest spore and pollen image)

Ian spoke of interesting international projects such as looking at rice agriculture in the
Yangtze delta and in the process uncovering a lost city. He also told of research work

undertaken in the Caucasus mountain region where he described walking over fields
rich in species and incredibly, mostly edible plants.
There are many parts of Tasmania where pollen spores have been taken and analysed
but Ian saw a gap in the North East and so took core samples from areas such as Waterhouse Point, Mathinna Plains and Paradise Plains. His presentation covered the
many interesting details of the ecological history of this part of Tasmania.

Ian has always asked questions about what it was like
before? He questioned the
origins of the button grass
plains. Were they always
there? Was it poor
drainage etc? Data
showed that button grass
though present before,
actually flourished with
human activity, in particular their burning
practices. Button
grass was a human
caused artefact.
(Above: Mathinna Plains)

Has Waterhouse Point
(at right) always been
treeless? The Waterhouse Point core data
exposed changes from
woodland to eucalyptus
forest and then to Allocasuarina dominated
heathland at about
6,500 years ago.

Other interesting snippets of information about Waterhouse Point included the connection between the parallel sand dunes at Waterhouse and those in the Simpson Desert
before Bass Strait intervened.
In this area there are also remnants of Eucalyptus pauciflora, a mainland Alpine eucalypt found here in Tasmania. Another connection with the mainland - this time indicative
of a forest ecology present before the sea level changes.

Carbon-dated myrtle and celery
top pine from the Paradise
Plains (right) show that this region, now species rich open
grassland, was rainforest 350
years ago.
There are aboriginal artefacts
evident and Ian suggests it is
worth preserving as an aboriginal landscape.

The information gathered from
Ian's research in Tasmania was
fascinating as he was able to extend with pollen and spore evidence our understanding of ecological changes and also provide
more finite information on the effects of aboriginal burning practices.

Dr Fred Duncan and Mercedes, his wife were the
October guest speakers. Their detailed presentation, 'Southern Connections: The Flora of Patagonia' made clear many links between Patagonia
and our continent. They have a special interest in
Gondwana connections and provided us with an expert 'tour' of Patagonia beginning in the wet western rain
forests, moving into the Andes rain shadow region, out to steppe
lands before finishing south at Tierra del Fuego.
While the focus was on the flora, many interesting connections were historical. In each
place the original habitants were mistreated and both places were penal settlements.
Darwin visited both regions. Fred also made connections between the forest industries
on both continents.
Their presentation was packed with connections between plants in Tasmania, southern
Australia and Patagonia. Our conifers and ferns are related as are the well known
Nothofagus and Eucryphia. In fact Ulmo (Eucryphia cordifolia) can hybridise with Eucryphia lucida. These connections are strongest in rainforest but even in really dry
country the connections are there.
Fred and Mercedes began with the Nothofagus trees because for many people
Nothofagus is what makes up the sub-Antarctic forests of South America and the temperate forests of Tasmania. Mercedes described distribution and characteristics of the
Patagonian Nothofagus.

Nothofagus is a southern hemisphere genus with distribution marked in red.

Patagonia has 3 deciduous species and
are magnificent to see
between February
and April when
dressed in autumn
colours.

Llan llan (Cyttaria darwini) is an edible
Nothofagus fungus also in Australia.

Notro is a small
spectacular,
widely planted
fruit tree similar
to our Waratah.

Left: Tepa (Laureliopsis
philippiana) is in the
same family as Sassafras (below) and the
flowers and leaves are
clearly alike.

The timber of another tree, Alerce
(Fitzroya cupressoides) was used for
buildings.
Alerce, an impressive tall tree. It is
long-lived - some trees are known to
have reached 3,600 years old.
This building, made of Alerce, is protected.

Alerce was named
after Captain Fitzroy
who sailed the Beagle on Darwin's exploration to the
southern continents.
Fitzroya tasmanensis from fossil
records is a Tasmanian connection.

Our Patagonian tour into drier, harsher and colder parts continued to surprise us with
plant connections.
There were ferns such as Gleichenia,
Blechnam penna-marina, Lomatias, species of Diplarrena,
Ericaceae and Euphrasia plus
many, many others.

Fred and Mercedes
guided us through the
different Patagonian
regions sharing their
extensive knowledge, their botanical expertise.
We learnt much.

'Raising rarity: exploring the
horticultural potential of rare
and threatened Victorian wildflower species' was the topic
of our November guest
speaker, Dr Sue Murphy.

Sue completed a post graduate degree from Melbourne University but later became interested in horticulture, specifically in plant
identification and plant production. She focussed on developing selection criteria for
plants and devising assessment tools for their performance in a sustainable urban landscape. In 2017 Sue with 2 colleagues received a research grant from the Australian Flora Foundation to collect and test the horticulture potential of several rare and threatened
species endemic to Victoria.
The presentation began with observations on biodiversity as a critical factor in the maintenance of life on the planet and how living species - from single organisms up to complex animals are being threatened or have already been lost. She reminded us of the
complexities of nature, that it is not all about plants it is about the interdependence of
plants and insects.
Sadly there is too much that is unknown. We do not know what is being lost yet we continue to destroy natural land for housing, roads, by the introduction of pests, diseases
etc. There is a loss of native vegetation of approximately 4,000 habitat hectares per
year in Victoria.
We were given an insight into the work of the Victorian Conservation Seed Bank. Planning and seed collection has to be meticulous as money is scarce. Plants need to be
tested and be free from pests, disease. It is crucial that seed be of the highest quality
before it goes into long term storage. Maintenance of seed in storage is essential. Seed
needs to be looked after and must be kept cool and dry. For example a 1% decrease in
moisture and a 5.6°C drop in temperature doubles the life of seeds.
Sue posed questions such as: Why does it matter to conserve species?, What will we
save if you can't save everything? or How effective are conservation efforts?
On the last question Sue said there are a number of species that already have active
recovery plans but that she does not know if these plans are being acted upon. They
become government documents and are recorded as a recovery plan but she is concerned that the actual consistent work to save the plant is neglected.

It was decided to see if rare and threatened plants could be a commercial proposition
like the ginkgo or even our Wollemi Pine have been. To be successful it required plants
that would grow well in a container. The plants needed to be attractive, to grow evenly
and not too high so that they can be easily transported. They needed to be easy to produce so germination needed to be quick and with a high success rate. Plants also
needed a long display life.
The germination tests showed what was already known but
not documented and that is wild seed is incredibly variable.
Issues that arose from the tests were the daisy seeds having a time limit in storage. Another issue was that there
was no stored seed for some plants as Celmisia sericophylla (pictured) is very hard to collect from the wild so instead of storing in the seed bank it might be better to use
the seeds to grow more seed first up.
(Photo Jeff Jeanes, RBGV)

Some plants germinated and flowered
too quickly or else took too long. Stylidium armeria subsp. pilosifolium (right)
eventually had a 65 percent success rate
but it took almost 4 months for the germination process. This is a plant that
needs more research if it is to become a
success commercially.

This plant, Drabastrum alpestre (Mountain Cress), met
some of the criteria for a good pot plant but out of 200
hundred seeds sown only 2 survived so much more
needs to be done to improve germination for it to be
commercial.

Some unexpected successes included the threatened plant,
Craspedia canens (Grey Billy-buttons) which had an 87%
seed germination and led the decision to sow and grow-on
plants for seed collection.
Podolepis laciniata, Xerochrysum palustre, Brachyscome
tadgelii were three promising plants for putting forward for
future commercial production.

Podolepis laciniata
Now the project is moving into the next stage where the plants are grown for assessment of performance at RBGV, Cranbourne. The plants will be assessed for factors
such as their vegetative height and spread, for flower number and longevity, resistance
to diseases and growing conditions.

Sue´s presentation was well illustrated, clear and relevant. Such interesting, crucial research that is actively seeking ways to save rare and threatened plants was refreshing
and encouraging - a practical way in which to have a hand in ´saving´a species. It was
pleasing to note that the ANPS Canberra Region had donated money to this important
research.

September Plant of the Month:
Richea dracophylla

'Pineapple Candleheath'

Jill Clarke chose Richea dracophylla which she has
growing in a pot - most successfully as is evident in
these photos.
The genus, Richea, is in the Epacridaceae family and
there are 4 endemic species, which all grow in mountainous areas. Richea dracophylla found in high altitude rain forests, flowers from September to November and is an erect, sparsely branched shrub
usually 2 metres high.
The flowers are white in large,
dense terminal spikes. The
petals fuse forming a conical
cap that falls when the stamens mature. It produces
many tiny 5 segmented fruits
which become brown and split
when dry.

October POM to come later.

November Plant of the Month:
Boronia molloyae

'Tall Boronia'

Julie Nermut brought to share with us two small pots of
this attractive boronia species propagated in our Windsor Park nursery.
Julie presented a thoroughly researched background
to this plant which was first meticulously recorded by
Georgina Molloy after she discovered it growing
along river banks and swampy areas in the south
west of WA. It was recommended in 1843 that the
plant be named after her. However, the plant was
first named Boronia elatior in 1845 after a German
botanist and this was not corrected until the
1970s.

The Spring flowers have the usual four petals but are cup-like and a vivid red/pink in
colour. The plant grows between 1-3m, is much branched and has aromatic, slightly
hairy foliage. Sandy soil with good drainage is preferred. The plants like some shade
and cool roots so enjoy mulch. They can grow in containers or form a hedge.

Photo taken
by Richard
Clark (Western Australian Wildflower Society, Three
Capes
Branch)

Excursion to Glengarry Property - 16th September

Report: Roy Skabo

Inclement weather forced the postponement of this excursion, initiated by the NW Group, from
the previous day despite which 8 members of the Northern Group and one from the NW Group
attended.
The property is a mix of pasture, plantation forest and native bushland. Reaching the bushland
involved a fairly steep uphill walk through the paddocks and plantation. However, the plantation
had an understorey containing some nice natives in flower, including several species of Acacia,
Epacris impressa, Comesperma volubile, Indigofera australis and many species not yet flowering.
As we passed into the bushland we examined the two very similar fern species Pteridium esculentum (Bracken) and Hypolepis rugosula (Ruddy ground fern) which are in the same family and
look very similar superficially but are easily separated on closer examination.
Near the top of the hill we finally found an orchid in flower, a tiny greenhood (possibly Pterostylis
nana) which was well past its prime. It was the only orchid flower seen. Leaves of several other
orchid species were seen, indicating that a visit later in the season might be worthwhile.
The property owner is a bird expert. We saw and heard numerous bird species, so a combined
bird and plant excursion in his company is a possiblilty.

We had lunch on top
of the hill in a delightful
clearing surrounded by
large eucalypts and
commanding a magnificent view of the surrounding countryside
and a glimpse of the
Tamar in the distance.

The downhill walk to
the cars concluded a
very pleasant excursion.

Excursion to Rocka Rivulet and Bluff River Gorge - 13th and 14th October 2018

Saturday morning saw a group of a dozen
members and one visitor from Queensland
arrive bright and early at Helen Tait’s property near Tooms Lake. The property, protected by a TLC covenant, has a delightful
cover of Eucalyptus pulchella and a
colourful understorey dominated by Acacia
mucronata. The ground cover is sparse,
pruned by deer, rabbits and native mammals, and those native plants which have
survived predation are easy to spot.
We started our walk at the old shack,
looking at several nearby species which had been noted
by Helen and Prue before we arrived. The plan was to
look at several interesting areas noted during a planning
visit a few days earlier.
Within an hour or so we had found several orchid
species in flower and others where the leaves gave us
at least a genus name. Helen had provided us with a
species list for her property and we quickly added a
couple of Pultenaea
species, Hovea heterophylla (Winter hovea),
Thysanotus patersonii (Fringed lily) and the interesting
but tiny fern Ophioglossum lusitanicum (Adders
tongue) which grows in thin soil on top of base rock.
These areas of thin soil are a haven for tiny ephemerals which enjoy the temporary moisture and lack of
competition.

After lunch we made our way back to Helen’s
shack. Unfortunately, a few hundred metres from
our destination, our visitor Carol Cave tripped
and cut herself badly on knee and lip. Fortunately Gilly was able to staunch the flow of
blood and Carol was able to walk slowly on.

After a cuppa at the shack we headed off to the coast and our accommodations. That
night we gathered at the Orford hotel and enjoyed a good meal and excellent company.
Sunday morning was cold and wet, weather definitely not predicted by the BOM. However, there were indications that things might improve away from the coast and we set
out for the start of the Bluff River Gorge walk. The weather quickly changed for the better and we started the walk in sunshine.

A well-marked track took us between forest on our left
and paddocks on our right. Our target was a plateau
where we had been impressed on an excursion a few
years ago, by a brilliant display of flowers.
So, a couple of kilometres into the walk, we were
pleased to find the flowers were
as good as we had hoped. A
flat area of only a few
hectares, right next to the rim
of the gorge, was thick with
Oxylobium ellipticum,
Tetratheca labillardierei,
Boronia anemonifolia and
Euryomyrtus ramosissima.

A couple of people left us at this point
to do a relaxed return walk to the cars.
The rest of us descended a steep path
down from the plateau towards the
gorge which would enable us to complete the circuit and look at the flora on
the cliff face. We were amazed to see
several plants of Carpobrotus rossii
(Native pigface) growing as a small
hanging garden, a long way from its
usual coastal habitat.
An hour later we rejoined the main
track and soon arrived at the carpark,
ending a pleasant and energetic twoday excursion.
Report: Roy Skabo
Photos: Rosemary Wish Wilson

APST Members Get-Together at Camp Banksia Hosted by NW Group 9-11 November
For those who travelled to the
North early on Friday 9th November the first stop was in
Penguin to see Dick Burns’
garden. Set on the side of a
steep hill, maintenance of this
much loved garden must now
present a huge problem for
Dick. The number of interesting and unusual trees and
shrubs in flower indicated just
how much time had been
dedicated to its creation over
the many years that Dick has
lived in Penguin.
After a BYO lunch, we drove to Port Sorrell, checked into Camp Banksia, or
the adjacent caravan Park, enjoyed a “cuppa” and strolled along the beach. A soup,
sandwich and slice meal rounded off the evening and allowed us all to catch up with
friends from the other groups.

Saturday started with breakfast at 7.15 (no room for lay-abouts ) and then we car
pooled and left at 8.30 to visit gardens.

1. Blue Water Crescent Shearwater, where a large round-a-bout had been converted
into a reserve by APS members and adjacent home owners. Excellent use of a bare
piece of land.

2. John Tabor´s Garden at Hawley Beach. A great example of the results that can be
obtained in a semi suburban garden, using purely native plants. There was a small section containing non native annuals and perennials and a vegie patch. Reassured me
that I am not the only one who has plants die for no apparent reason.

3. Riitta and Jahn Boevink´s huge garden at Hawley Beach. Here we were provided
with a sumptuous morning tea, before strolling round this lovely landscaped garden
which included 2 lakes, a fenced fruit and vegetable area and a propagating area.

A 40 minute drive to Eugenana brought us to lunch at the Arboretum which was windy
and a trifle chilly and shock, horror – no coffee shop. The Arboretum is huge so we
concentrated on the Tasmanian section. Sadly the Alpine area looks to be suffering from
the drought and I suspect Dick´s input, but the Wollemi Grove, was amazing with many
healthy trees showing examples of male and female cones. The area beyond the Alpine
section was also looking good with red and yellow Waratahs in flower.

Our last garden visit was to Jesse Vonk in South Spreyton. This garden is terraced on
the side of a steep hill and Jesse challenged us to climb up the steps to the top and rewarded us with a cookie on arrival. A mix of exotics and natives but colourful and requiring a lot of maintenance.
Back to Camp Banksia for the Annual Dinner attended by approximately 25 people, after which Phil Milner gave a presentation on Narawntapu.

On Sunday the choices were a long walk in Narawntapu or a visit to a Land Conservancy property to look for orchids – sharp eyes needed - and a short walk to Narawntapu.
The Park is suffering from the extended dry weather and did not yield a great deal.
Having said that, I did the short walk and perhaps those on the long walk were more fortunate.
Altogether a most enjoyable weekend, congratulations and thanks to Leonie Read and
her hardworking team from North West Group.
Report and photos: Jill Clark

Other Activities
As usual our stand at the Blooming Tasmania Festival was a great success - the culmination of so much work from all three Tasmanian branches.

The stalwarts from our group Jill, Rosemary, Lynne, the roster volunteers, native flower
and posy providers plus Nigel with his trailer all ensured that the beauty and possibilities
of native gardens were on display, inviting, encouraging and alerting visitors to the richness of our native flora.

Heritage Forest Garden

Report: Peter Longman

The Native Plant Garden has been one huge mass of stunning, multi-coloured blossom
during spring as most plants seemingly bloomed in unison. Bulbine lilies tried to "steal
the show" by single handedly taking over the garden in every vacant nook and cranny.

Clematis gentianoides has been a real find with several swollen clumps of white flowers
dominating its patch. Our Grass Tree, Xanthorrhoea, sent up another 2 spectacular
flower spikes.
The eagerly awaited track from the lower Heritage Forest up the hillside to the garden,
has finally been constructed. Signage will still need to be up-dated to attract people to
the garden. A more immediate need however, is to convince City of Launceston to
quickly control the rampant spread of weeds in this large, hillside area. This problem
does not immediately threaten the NPG but it would ultimately result in our new track
being swamped and lost as was an earlier track.

A notable visitor to the
NPG for over an hour was
Gardening Australia's
Costa Georgiadis.
Costa was a very down-toearth character and was
full of praise for the concept of the garden and its
actual composition.
Costa's schedule was
tight but he spent quality
time absorbing what had
been achieved in the NPG.
Although off to a dinner
later, he was won over by
Daphne Longman's
muffins and had two with a
welcome cup of tea.
Costa's visit can apparently be seen on Instagram
for those who are familiar
with this social network.

Plant Sale: Saturday October 6th
Once again this was surprisingly successful with in excess of one thousand plants finding new homes. The day was pleasantly sunny and very busy so that by mid afternoon
most plants had been
sold.
It is a credit to the
many propagators and
Windsor Park workers
admirably led by Janet
and her nursery team
that all flowed so
smoothly. Thank you
to all - the transporters, box makers,
helpers in all capacities.
Now to start again for
the Autumn sale!

Comment overheard, "Hmm not
much here...only native plants."

Visits to Members' Gardens

October 27th and 28th

The garden tours began at Daphne and Peter Longman’s Dilston garden on Saturday
morning.

Margaret and Jon Hosford opened their Windemere garden for members and friends
on Saturday afternoon.

Pictured: Grevilleas, Kangaroo Paw Fern on Tree Fern, Swan River Pea

June and Ross Mezger opened their Riverside garden on Sunday morning.

Rosemary Verbeeten opened her new garden at Gravelly Beach on Sunday afternoon.

A most successful weekend, such wonderful spring displays and an overall special treat to be able to walk at leisure around beautiful places. Thank you to the
hosts who shared their gardens and a special thanks to Margaret Hosford for
organising the tours. Thanks also to the photographers.

